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Abstract: Scientists and engineers involved in the design of complex system solutions use computational
workflows for their evaluations. Along with growing system complexity, the complexity of these
workflows also increases. Without integration tools, scientists and engineers are often highly concerned
with how to integrate software tools and model sets, which hinders their original research or
engineering aims. Therefore, a new framework for streamlining the creation and usage of automated
computational workflows is introduced in the present article. It uses state-of-the-art technologies for
automation (e.g., container-automation) and coordination (e.g., distributed message oriented middleware),
and a microservice-based architecture for novel distributed process execution and coordination. It also
supports co-simulations as part of larger workflows including additional auxiliary computational tasks,
e.g., forecasting or data transformation. Using Apache NiFi, an easy-to-use web interface is provided
to create, run and control workflows without the need to be concerned with the underlying computing
infrastructure. Initial framework testing via the implementation of a real-world workflow underpins
promising performance in the realms of parallelizability, low overheads and reliable coordination.
Keywords: automation; microservices; computing cluster; energy system; data processing; co-simulation;
parallelization; coordination

1. Introduction
Traditional science often follows the path of formulating a problem statement, creating a scientific
experiment as a verification environment and then running the experiment to gather data, that is
then analyzed to either verify or falsify made assumptions. However, nowadays setting up real
world environments for doing experimental evaluations of problem statements is often too costly and
time consuming. Due to this, the experimental environment is often replaced by digital solutions
using software models run in simulators and other scientific software tools for performing tasks,
substituting the real world experimental workflow for gathering data with a digital workflow in silico
(in the following called “computational scientific workflow”). The research field of computational
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science tackles challenges like these by creating necessary tools and research methodologies for offering
software solutions supporting digital workflows performed by scientists of any research fields that need
such software solutions. Aspects relevant to the respective research are formalized and transformed
into computer models, which provide efficient means to analyze large sets of data intensive scenarios
and utilize advanced computing capabilities. Across disciplines, the model landscape comprises
a wide variety of model types, each focusing on certain facets of a system with individual levels of
detail and resolution and applying different methodologies for simulation, optimization, and statistical
data processing. To gain a broader view on a system, it is typically necessary to use multiple models,
simulators and other auxiliary tools (e.g., optimization tools), and combine their input and output data
flows, forming a more complex computational scientific workflow for the evaluation of key system
properties. Such a workflow can be formally described by defining the connection between model
output and input streams and the coordinated execution of the model logic to implement sequential,
iterative, or simultaneous execution logic. If more than one simulator is involved, other more complex
coordination mechanisms, e.g., time step-based or event-based synchronization of simulator execution,
may be needed for modelling co-simulation workflows. To achieve a higher degree of workflow
automation, the model tasks as part of an automated workflow can be complemented by any other sort
of auxiliary processing task, e.g., tasks performing data transformation, validation, visualization, etc.
Figure 1 depicts the role of software instrumented workflows within the context of computational
science, which provides a digital equivalent to the traditional experiment setup. Most often in this case,
scientific research begins with the formulation of a research question that can be more or less concretely
stated. The benefits of researching this topic and the impact of potential findings are described. After the
question has been stated, typically a profound investigation, e.g., based on literature research of the thematic
background, is conducted, identifying the most advanced models, procedures and processes that might be
helpful in answering the question. The found models, procedures and processes must then be compiled
into the digital equivalent of the classical experiment setup so that the digital experiments can then be
performed by executing the digital workflow. Depending on the availability of prerequisites found by this
investigation, the subsequent research approach is determined. If the found state-of-the-art models and
methods are already implemented in a form fitting to the investigator’s software-infrastructure, they can
directly be integrated and used. If this is not possible, new model implementations or the implementations
of dedicated software for e.g., implementing a certain control algorithm, become necessary. After all models
and auxiliary software tools have been implemented, the foreseen digital experiment workflow can be
(manually) executed by inputting adequate test data and gathering result data until all respective scenarios
have been sufficiently investigated. The final model results, which are typically already post-processed
and visualized for human readability at the end of a workflow, are then put into the context of the research
topic and the results of previous scientific work. The outcomes are carefully interpreted and conclusions
drawn within the respective scientific community. In the best case, a satisfying answer to the originally
stated research question can be found. It is typically the case that research findings lead to new research
questions requiring extensions and adjustments to the previous workflow, which will be the beginning of
the next iteration within the workflow development cycle.
For implementing the coordination and interaction between workflow tasks, several approaches
can be employed. In a tight coupling approach, concrete task implementations directly refer to each other
in their source codes. This approach is constrained to the use of suitable programming frameworks for
implementing the interprocess or distributed communication logic and requires an intimate knowledge
of the individual models’ internal procedures (white box). The immediate dependencies between model
functionalities lead to a low level of modularity hindering reuse of model code in other contexts
and internal refactoring. The replacement of individual model components or versions involves
high reprogramming, testing, and documentation efforts. Loose coupling on the other hand aims
for an abstraction of model components where each component implements a more generic extrinsic
interface e.g., defining input and output functionality, allowing flexible configuration for adapting
the module to different applications contexts and encapsulating the internal model logic (black box).
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Utilizing this modular approach to implement a workflow, modules can be used in different application
contexts and only knowledge about their respective interfaces is needed. The replacement of components
within a workflow implementing a compatible extrinsic interface does not require code changes in
other tasks but only requires adjustments to the runtime configuration responsible for executing the
task component. The more the respective tasks use common interface standards for e.g., describing
the exchange of data or configuration information, the less adjustments are needed to integrate these
components in a workflow. Although a loose coupling approach allows for a higher degree of freedom
in combining programming languages and environments, the design of a stable extrinsic interface
providing compatibility with standard exchange interfaces to other related software tools has to explicitly
be considered during the construction of a workflow.

Figure 1. Development cycle of model workflows in the context of computational science.

In context of researching and evaluating the behavior of complex system setups, the manual
executions of digital scientific workflows—where many manual steps are performed by using different
software tools—become more and more tedious. Often, automated coordination of the execution
of one or more software tools is needed to perform e.g., a co-simulation. Moreover, this form
of coordination is programmed by scientists themselves-as an auxiliary tool by using one of the
strategies introduced previously, or a certain framework (e.g., a co-simulation framework) is used,
which performs the coordination but also requires writing glue code. This all contributes to a large
overhead that scientists are confronted with when setting up their digital equivalent of an experimental
setup, and that hinders them from concentrating on performing the actual experiments and evaluating
the results. Thus, a central research question nowadays is to determine whether generic computational
workflow execution platforms can be created to fully automate the execution of complex computational
workflows and free the scientists from manually implementing different kinds of auxiliary tools for
e.g., implementing coordination or data transformation.
Considering the fast growing complexity of modern technical systems and the need for efficiently
performing many interconnecting software-based scientific tasks for their evaluation, an organization’s
development of auxiliary tools and setup of a software environment that facilitates easy-to-use
workflows is a strategic issue with significant impact on research efficiency and long-term consequences.
Against the background of the software used by the respective scientific community, the choices
of programming languages and environments, operating systems, optimization solvers and other
supporting tools and libraries, interface standards, file formats, etc. directly influence the potential
to couple the organization’s model set with those of fellow researchers. Since the investigation of
complex and interdisciplinary research questions is usually not handled by a single organization, but is
made possible through collaborations within the community, this potential is of particular importance.
At the same time, changing an organization’s software strategy is not an easy task. Models and other
executables are already implemented, making redevelopments utilizing other programming languages
and environments seldom worthwhile. Additionally, the retraining of employees and the rebuilding of
programming experiences constitute cumbersome exercises. This makes coupling environments that
allow the integration of existing tools and models with as little effort as possible very valuable.
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In addition, while ensuring sufficient flexibility in model coupling, the requirements for efficiently
processing the increasingly complex workflows—which is indispensable for the achievement of
meaningful and reliable results—present a growing performance challenge. In contrast to white box
integrated applications, which are often internally designed for parallel computing by using a parallel
computing framework for implementation, loosely coupled workflows are usually constructed by
chaining existing model components together without efficient parallel execution of the components
in mind. It follows that the logic to run subprocesses and entire workflows in parallel as well as the
communication control and consistency assurance mechanisms have to be designed, implemented,
and tested with each newly drafted workflow. The workflow engineering and runtime environment
should allow the instrumentation of such features as essential parts of a scientific computing workflow
as easy as possible.
Within this overall context of efficiently performing computational science related tasks for
providing such a scientific workflow environment as essential software infrastructure is an open
research question, especially for energy research projects that bundle the smart energy systems related
research of several research centers. One key element of such a research environment is a software
platform that easily allows the research centers to not only share data but especially integrate their
partly software solutions for performing digital workflows (e.g., models of new storage solutions,
technical energy plants, optimization and control algorithms) into bigger, fully automated workflows
that implement integrated energy system co-simulation models or other complex computational
scientific workflows. The requirements that have to be met by such a platform can be summarized
as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

automated set up and execution of computational scientific workflows and co-simulations
reusability of integrated executables with their specific dependencies and runtime environments
configurable communication between executables without the need for changing executables or
specific implementations of interfaces and adapters by the users
availability of an easy-to-use web interface to build, operate and manage scenarios
parallelization and coordination of workflows for increasing performance

The remainder of this article is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the main results of
a literature review on already existing solutions for efficiently automating complex computational
scientific workflows. Since no solution (either commercial or open source) was found that fulfills
the discussed requirements, further research on developing a flexible framework as a solution for
automating computational scientific workflows within the energy research software environment
was conducted. Within this context, a background literature review was performed for finding
state-of-the-art methodological approaches and reusable frameworks that could be used as building
blocks for a comprehensive solution. The thereby selected technologies and used basic approaches are
described in Section 2.2. In Section 3, the architectural design of the workflow automation framework
is described. The architecture addresses the goals of a generic, modular, and highly scalable framework
supporting the loose coupling of executables. Additionally, by instrumenting cluster computing
environments and modern runtime automation technologies, it is capable of efficiently performing
complex data processing and co-simulation workflows with high levels of performance and automation.
Furthermore, a web-based editor and runtime interface is presented, providing an easy-to-use user
interface for defining and managing scientific workflows. In Section 4, for the purpose of testing
and evaluating the presented framework, a typical scientific model chain within the field of Energy
Systems Analysis is used as an example workflow and implemented within the framework. The setup
of this example workflow and the overall procedure for evaluating and benchmarking the framework
are explained. The implications of the chosen architectural design and the benchmark results are then
discussed in Section 5. Section 6 summarizes key results discussed in the article and gives an outlook
on future work.
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2. Related Work and State-Of-The-Art Technologies
In the following section, related works are discussed. Additionally, existing concepts and
state-of-art technologies shown in Figure 2 used for implementation of the framework are presented.

Figure 2. Concepts and state-of-the-art technologies used for the presented architecture.

2.1. Related Work
The Python programming language is nowadays often used by scientists to manually setup
computational scientific workflows as digital experiment environments, also in connection with
high performance systems (note that while the literature study to related work regarding model
programming environments and methodological approaches for coupling tools has also covered
approaches in other programming languages, the main findings are discussed in context of well-known
implementations for the Python language). It is not only used to implement model components,
but also as a glue code to connect disparate workflows with each other. The authors of [1] describe
in detail how Python scripting is employed to directly link hydrodynamic and oil spill models and
to reduce the manual coupling effort. A more complex approach for wrapping models in Python is
presented in [2]. Thereby a whole framework for loose coupling high-fidelity multiphysics simulation
models is developed, providing users with functionality to flexibly exchange and execute workflow
components in parallel. In the work of [3], models are coupled by using the PyFMI package. PyFMI is
adhering to the functional mockup interface, a tool-independent interface standard, that supports the
exchange of models as compiled black box programs implementing a tool-independent communication
interface described in an XML file. FMI model components can therefore also be imported as model
components into another simulation environment to perform a co-simulation of model components.
Details of the standard are further described in [4]. With PyFMI, all models that follow this standard
can be integrated into one’s own application, including models based on other simulation platforms
like Dymola, OpenModelica, or SimulationX. Typically, in an environment using FMI, the model
components are executed as a slave process which is executed and controlled by the importing
simulation environment as master.
According to [5–7], the docker container technology is often used nowadays for runtime
automation of complex executables and data processing workflows, since containerization can
be applied as an automated runtime environment to run, control and manage different executables
built with different programming languages (e.g., Python, Matlab, C, C++, Java) together with their
dependencies on nodes of a computing cluster. As stated in [8,9], container virtualization technology is
e.g., used for runtime automation of parallelized big data processing and analysis pipelines. Generally,
a container-based architecture can be considered as a very good concept for runtime automation of
complex computational workflow as well.
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In [10], an architecture for ingesting data obtained from different production environments into
a big data platform is presented. Apache NiFi is utilized for data ingestion to process both interval
and real-time data from the production sites. NiFi allows us to setup more complex data processing
workflows for data ingestion, where data arrives via a source node injecting the data into the workflow,
then e.g., gets transformed and enriched in intermediate steps (NiFi process steps) and lastly is stored
(e.g., in a database) via an output sink task. For creating such data processing workflow, NiFi has
a well-designed, web-based workflow editor which makes it a good candidate for providing the base
environment for setting up processing workflows. However, no bi-directional communication or
coordination functionalities are provided for implementing large-scale co-simulation scenarios [5].
Refs. [11–15] describe different co-simulation frameworks especially developed for smart grid
application scenarios. However, all these frameworks couple only two simulators and are limited to
particular scenarios. They offer no possibility for the integration of many different kinds of models in
order to build a more universal co-simulation platform for simulating realistic multi-domain energy
system scenarios.
An implementation of a more flexible cyber-physical energy system co-simulation framework is
the tool Mosaik that has been developed at the Oldenburg Institute for Information Technology [16].
It provides APIs to integrate existing simulation models and simulators into Mosaik and then combines
them to build smart grid scenarios [16,17]. However, a specific implementation of the APIs by the
users (e.g., writing glue code) is necessary. Moreover, as presented in [18], Mosaik can only provide
the possibility to connect models and manage them in a coordinated simulation but has no support
for e.g., integrating other auxiliary tools for data pre-processing or data forecasting to set up more
advanced computational scientific workflows. Furthermore, as a conclusion of [19], Mosaik is suitable
for entry-level, prototypical co-simulation but not for complex and extensive studies. Besides, Mosaik
has no easy-to-use web user interface but a desktop user interface [20], which provides users only
with a view of simulation results but no graphs of data routing, transformation and system mediation
logic [5].
Ref. [21] describes an open-source “framework for network co-simulation” (FNCS) for power
system transmission and distribution dynamics co-simulation. FNCS provides libraries for supporting C,
Java, Matlab, Python and FORTRAN interfaces for flexible simulator integration. Besides, FNCS has no
limit on the number of participating simulators and great scalability. However, users need to extend
the simulators to use the interfaces for boundary buses that need to communicate with others through
FNCS. No easy user interface is provided by FNCS for users to integrate their simulators and then build
co-simulation scenarios easily.
Ref. [22] presents the design rationale for the hierarchical engine for large-scale Infrastructure
co-simulation (HELICS), a new open-source, cyber-physical-energy co-simulation framework for
electric power systems. By using HELICS, large-scale co-simulations with off-the-shelf power-system,
communication, market and end-use tools can be built. However, users have to implement
programming interfaces to combine their simulators with HELICS. Moreover, by using the Matlab
API, HELICS can only interact with Matlab models running in Matlab environments providing
a commercial Matlab license. Contrarily, the framework presented in this article can launch standalone
Matlab executables in containers without the need for a Matlab license by using exported binaries and
distribute them on the scalable computing cluster easily, flexibly and efficiently.
One main result of the literature study was that—at least to our knowledge—there is currently no
existing solution that fulfils all the mentioned requirements for a more generic framework for setting
up and managing complex computational scientific workflows. Apache NiFi, for example, implements
some very good base functionalities needed for such an environment, but lacks some features for the
more advanced coordination of workflow steps which is needed to set up more complex workflows.
However, the literature study also shows that such an environment could be created by combining the
right technologies and integrating them into a comprehensive framework.
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2.2. State-Of-The-Art Technologies
In the following subsections, the state-of-the-art IT concepts and technologies used to implement
the framework are described.
2.2.1. Microservices-Based Architecture
A microservice-based architecture is an architectural style that puts its emphasis on dividing and
designing an entire application as a set of loosely coupled, lightweight, independent services [23–25].
Each independent service can be independently developed, tested, deployed, monitored, scaled and even
implemented in different programming languages [23,24,26]. As the conclusion of [27–29], compared to
the monolith architecture, a microservice-based architecture addresses the following concerns:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

increased resilience due to independent development and deployment of services
fast
better code quality
easier debugging and maintenance
increased productivity
improved scalability
freedom (in a way) to choose the implementation technology/language
continuous delivery

Therefore, a microservice-based architecture can be a very convincing architecture style for setting
up a workflow environment with the aim of loose coupling independent runnable tasks (e.g., arbitrary
execution environments). Additionally, by utilizing a microservice-based architecture, the whole
presented framework built as a set of separate microservices can be developed, debugged, tested,
versioned, deployed and scaled easily, quickly and flexibly.
2.2.2. Container Virtualization—Docker
According to [5,29–31], compared to virtual machines, virtual containers sharing the host operating
system and also reducing management overhead are lightweight and more portable. Docker is the most
well-known open source application container platform. Docker utilizes resource isolation features,
such as cgroups and Linux kernels to build isolated containers [5,6,8,32]. Using Docker files that describe
a complete, static and executable version of an application or service including all of their other runtime
dependencies, such as libraries or interpreter environments, Docker images can be created to run
applications or services within Docker containers, since Docker images include all of the dependencies
needed to execute applications or services within a container [6,32,33].
By using Docker, the presented framework can abstract the runtime environment of workflow
tasks to Docker images that run as corresponding stand-alone executables in Docker containers on the
underlying computing cluster. This contributes to a modular and loosely coupled approach. Moreover,
thanks to the many benefits of Docker containers and microservices technology, the framework has
high scalability and extended flexibility.
2.2.3. Container Orchestration—Kubernetes
But how can an application consisting of many microservices be managed and controlled?
To do this, orchestration technologies come into play. According to [34], Kubernetes is a platform
for automating deployment, scaling, and management of containerized applications. Together with
Docker, Kubernetes is used to deploy applications (and therefore also microservices) in containers
across clusters of computing nodes. It contains tools for orchestration, e.g., handling a set of executables
as one application, service discovery (e.g., identifying instances of a certain type and checking their
health for failure tolerance) and load balancing. By using Kubernetes, one or more containers can be
logically associated with a pod that is the basic scheduling unit for Kubernetes to deploy an application
part (e.g., consisting of one or more services having a close relationship) as a set of Docker images
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and manage such application parts. Pods can share resources needed by application parts across the
associated containers (e.g., a certain file storage provided by a distributed file system or a certain
network address). Kubernetes can automatically find a machine that has enough free computational
capacity for a given pod and launches the associated containers. To avoid conflicts, each pod is
assigned a unique IP address, enabling applications to use different ports under the same IP address.
Kubernetes offers availability and quality checks for containers in order to heal failed containers in
pods through its automatic failure recovery actions [35]. As presented in [36], compared to Docker
Swarm, which is another container orchestration platform [37], Kubernetes is more powerful and
provides immense scalability and automation at the same time. Additionally, the performance of
Kubernetes currently surpasses that of Docker Swarm.
By using Kubernetes for the framework, containerized executables running in Pods managed by
deployments on the computing cluster can be managed and controlled easily and efficiently.
2.2.4. Message Channel—Redis
Another key part of a computational scientific workflow framework is related to the question
of how can the information flow between workflow tasks be organized and coordinated. Since tasks
are executed in distributed containers, for coordination and message exchange between the tasks,
an adequate distributed technology is needed. Such communication and coordination services are
often based on key-value databases as storage (e.g., etcd [38], Zookeeper [39], et al.) and eventually use
a message protocol as communication interface (e.g., Redis, REmote DIctionary Server). As presented
in [40], Redis is an in-memory data structure store, used as a key-value non-relational database, cache
and message broker. Due to its in-memory nature, Redis boasts high performance for read and write
operations. Besides, to allow users form high-level data structures as values Redis provides five
abstract data types for values: strings, lists, sets, hashes and sorted sets from which more complex
objects can be constructed. Redis is written in ANSI C and lightweight with no external dependencies.
Furthermore, Redis offers atomic operations for read/write actions in order to allow using data
structures for coordination, e.g., for the implementation of a simple and thread-save implementation
of a distributed counter for instance. Such counters will maintain consistency when manipulated by
multiple parallel operating tasks.
By integrating Redis into the presented framework as a communication and coordination interface
and using its practical publish/subscribe functionality, information exchange between distributed
tasks and their coordination can be implemented to be very efficient, fast and failure-tolerant.
2.2.5. Data Ingestion/Transformation—Apache NiFi
As already mentioned above, NiFi as data ingestion workflow application using a data flow like
task execution and programming model already provides a good set of base technologies for setting
up a computational scientific workflow environment. It is an enterprise integration and dataflow
automation tool that allows a user to send, receive, route, transform, and sort data [10,41]. It provides
real-time control that makes it easy to manage the movement of data between any source and any
destination [41]. It offers a drag-and-drop web graphical user interface for simply building and
editing complex data transformation workflows by combining pre built building blocks (Apache NiFi
processors) into an intuitive visual data workflow [41]. Already configured workflows can be stored,
loaded and easily modified before started. The framework is highly scalable and can run on a cluster
distributed on many high-performance servers [41]. Additionally, it is designed for extension that
allows for building and adding own Apache NiFi processors and even allowing customizations of
the key framework [5]. By using Apache NiFi as the base framework for the foreseen computational
scientific workflow framework and extending it with advanced functionality for extended coordination
and co-simulation interactions, the framework will allow users to easily build, execute and manage
data processing or simulation workflows via an enhanced Apache NiFi web user interface [5,10].
Custom Apache NiFi processors can be designed for providing a library of custom workflow modules
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e.g., for integration of base models of a certain type, e.g., which are common elements for modelling
smart grids [5]. Furthermore, several processors (e.g., ListenHTTP and InvokeHTTP processors) that
are included in Apache NiFi library can be easily and directly used for data integration, transformation,
ingestion and transmission without changing anything [5].
3. Framework Architecture
After introducing important base technologies, in this section the overall architecture and main
concepts of the computational scientific workflow framework are described. The basic architecture
of the framework is depicted in Figure 3. The structure of the framework consists of the following
components; a web user interface based on the NiFi user interface, an extended version of the NiFi
processor interface as bridge between the NiFi runtime environment and the other parts of the
framework, especially the messaging communication and coordination solution based on Redis,
and a NiFi external process management for encapsulating third party applications (e.g., models and
other tools for performing workflow tasks) in dynamic executable containers and integration other
integration logic like I/O adapters as well as e.g., file storage volumes automatically mounted by the
container for easy data exchange between the encapsulated application and the workflow framework
environment. In the next subchapters, the main concepts behind these parts of the framework are
explained in more detail based on the role of these components.
NiFi Web UI
transfer data

NiFi Processor
task

input data / path

NiFi Processor
output data / path

Volume
Messaging Channel Redis

task

input data / path

output data / path
mount

file I / O
socket (TCP)

Process
Management

control

I / O adapter

HTTP

executable

database

Framework Process (Docker)

Figure 3. Architecture of the framework.

3.1. Apache NiFi User Interface and Processors
The framework uses the open source software Apache NiFi in order to provide a web user interface
allowing users to define, operate, control and analyze complex data processing and co-simulation
workflows. Apache NiFi defines a visual user interface abstraction for tasks of a Apache NiFi data
flow workflow called Apache NiFi processors, that on the one hand is used by the framework to have
a defined interface between the Apache NiFi software and the runtime notion of externally compiled
executables which can be executed as workflow tasks. On the other hand, a NiFi processor represents
a graphical element in the NiFi workflow editor palette of building blocks, which can be dragged
by the editor on the pane to visually add a task to the workflow. To add further process elements to
Apache NiFi, a NiFi Java processor class have to be created which extends the Nifi Processor base
class and provides all information about the new processor that are needed by NiFi to integrate the
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new processor into the overall NiFi environment. Compiled versions of such processor classes can
then be added to the NiFi processor library and will visually appear in the NiFi palette of processor
elements in the workflow editor. From the NiFi processor library, standard and custom NiFi processors
are reusable and can be added into a workflow using the web user interface. Furthermore, for high
configuration of the framework, properties for parametrization and customization of the behaviour of
a processor can be added to a NiFi processor that can be configured by the workflow editor or user via
the web user interface in a configuration dialogue and are handed down to the processes and their
executables at runtime. By extending the NiFi base class with own functionalities more advanced
processor functionality can be easily added to the framework.
3.2. Integrating a Communication and Coordination Infrastructure Using a Message Oriented Middleware
For larger transdisciplinary, multi-domain data processing and co-simulation workflows,
data exchange between executables and some coordination logic is essential. As depicted in Figure 3,
a distributed messaging infrastructure is integrated into the framework for allowing communication
between the framework processes and providing means for coordination. Redis and Apache
Kafka, both of them having efficient and very scalable messaging functionality, can be utilized as
a communication interface for the framework and were tested for providing the message functionality.
As Table 1 shows, Redis is a bit different from Apache Kafka in terms of its storage and various
functionalities. As mentioned above, the framework requires fast real-time data processing with
low communication or I/O overhead. At its core, Redis is an in-memory data store that uses its
primary memory for storage and processing which makes it much faster than the disk-based Apache
Kafka. Beside this, Redis can be used as a high-performance database, and a message broker, which
better matches the framework’s requirements, since most of the data in the framework needs to be
transferred quickly, and it is not necessary to store the data persistently on a hard disk. Redis features
publish/subscribe messaging which is push-based while the publish/subscribe messaging of Apache
Kafka is pull-based. That means that messages published to Redis will be automatically delivered
to subscribers instantly, while in Apache Kafka data/messages are never pushed out to consumers;
the consumer will ask for messages when the consumer is ready to handle the message. In the case
that consumers do not process data fast enough, Apache Kafka will have to read from a disk and not
from memory which will slow down its performance. Moreover, In most cases, the framework deals
with small short lived messages with a minimal latency. Redis, using an in-memory storage can store
the small messages within the limit of memory allocated to Redis. However, since the memory storage
used by Redis is typically smaller than a disk, it is necessary to clear it regularly and making room for
new data.
Table 1. Comparison of framework requirements to the functionalities of Apache Kafka and Redis.
Framework Requirements

Apache Kafka

Redis

fast storage

in-memory and disk-based

in-memory

a database and
a message broker

a message service

can be used as a database,
cache, and message broker

short lived messages

can keep flushing data for
longer period of time

retain data for short period
of time

small amount of data

large data size

small data size

Therefore, in summary, compared to Apache Kafka, as a generic message-oriented in-memory-based
communication interface, Redis is a better solution for the framework to establish communication
between the executables and the I/O adapters (see Figure 3).
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3.3. Process Management
The process management is used to orchestrate the containers that are started and stopped dynamically
by the framework. With the help of Kubernetes as a container-orchestration system on a cluster, the process
management service is running as a master deployment for automating, scaling and maintaining other
containerized processes that are themselves running as Kubernetes deployments.
3.4. Framework Processes
To support the execution of workflows in the framework, all executables and its dependencies
(e.g., solvers, libraries and runtime environments) have to be integrated into different Docker images
for later use. Moreover, a model description including all essential commands required to run the
executable should be given by the users and automatically converted into a Python script. Additionally,
for each executable, appropriate I/O adapters are used for instrumenting the data exchange between
the executables. As shown in Figure 3, various I/O adapters, such as file adapter, TCP adapter,
HTTP adapter, are offered by the framework. Finally, by using a Dockerfile, an executable, an I/O
adapter, a Python script and the relevant dependencies are integrated into one Docker image. Based on
the image and Kubernetes, the process management mentioned in the previous section can run Docker
containers to perform the executables.
While this procedure suggests that there is a large overhead in integrating new models and tools
into the environment, the benefits of this procedure for the scientists far outweigh the additional
effort. Once the integration is done, the scientist itself does not have to care about any of the runtime
aspects for performing the workflow task (e.g., setting up a computer so that the application can be
run successfully, e.g., sometimes there are libraries missing or a patch of the operating system breaks
the application, starting and stopping the application, controlling resource usage). As mentioned in
Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, by leveraging Docker container and microservices, programs can be easily
and flexibly executed in Docker containers running within different independent simulation nodes
on a computing cluster, and the end users do not have to care about on which computing nodes the
tasks of the workflow get started. Every aspect of the workflow can be supervised by him using
a web browser for accessing the NiFi user interface. With Redis and the I/O adapters provided by the
framework, data exchange between executables can be easily instrumented without requiring users to
change their executables or implement interfaces and adapters.
3.5. Volume
Of course, for some special use cases, large chunks of data also need to be exchanged between
tasks that could not easily be transferred via the Redis message queues. As presented in [5] and
Figure 3, for such cases Docker containers could mount—as already mentioned—file system volumes
that are provided by a distributed file system and shared by all containers which utilize these to solve
the storage and transfer large batches of data as files. Since Kubernetes supports multiple distributed
file systems for providing mounted volumes for different purposes (https://kubernetes.io/docs/
concepts/storage/volumes/), different volume types are available for the framework to improve the
speed of reading and writing large files. The efficiency of reading and writing large files directly from
such a volume is much higher than the transmission of large files with Redis. Especially, when Redis
has not allocated enough memory. The I/O adapters automatically detect if there are large files to
transfer. In that case, the adapters will only transmit the unique IDs and not the original entire file.
According to the IDs, the next processor in the workflow and its Docker container can use its I/O
adapter to read the data of the large file from the volume directly and efficiently.
3.6. Parallelization and Synchronization
For maximizing the performance of certain tasks within a workflow, the framework implements
a concept for running multiple instances of a workflow task (e.g., a NiFi processor) in parallel. In many
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use cases the results of parallel computations have to be aggregated and synchronized for further use.
Therefore, as depicted in Figure 4, the framework provides a coordination service in order to not only
allow parallel data processing and execution of a processor but also to fork and join data streams.
To describe this concept more mathematically, a dataflow (sort of data stream) can be defined as
ordered sequence of data elements:
D f low (i ) = Vi , i ∈ Z + , V ∈ M,

(1)

where:
Z + = set of ordered indexes, always positive,
M = set of possible (structured) data values.

Figure 4. Example of the parallelization and coordination concept with unsorted result data.

A common form of parallel dataflow processing would now be to distribute the elements of
a dataflow to a set of parallel instances of a workflow task such that each instance of the task carries
out the same computation on different elements of the dataflow concurrently (e.g., fork the dataflow).
Even in this scenario, many solutions for distributing the data elements to the different processor
instances are possible, so let us take a simple “worker pool”-like distribution where each data element is
scheduled to be processed by the next free task instance. For implementing such a dataflow processing
strategy in the presented framework, first the number of concurrent tasks and the type of distribution
(e.g., “worker pool”) has to be defined in the config interface of a NiFi processor by the workflow
editor. Then, an executable coordinator, which is located in each NiFi processor as part of the abstract
processor class, will launch the given number of parallel working instances in a corresponding number
of separate containers. Additionally, the “work pool”-based distribution of the dataflow elements will
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be instrumented in the communication layer. Therefore, as shown in Figure 4, a dataflow D f low is
transferred to the executable coordinator and stored in a queue for distribution. By using the different
communication channels and the distribution strategy, the executable coordinator distributes data
elements to the task instances, e.g., D f low (1), D f low (2) and D f low (3) are handled in parallel by the task
instances in the containers x, y and z. Once one instance finishes its data processing, the corresponding
result is transmitted back to the coordinator, and the instance will obtain the next input data from the
queue, e.g., as presented in Figure 4, after the result data R1 and R3 arrives at the coordinator, the next
input data D f low (4) and D f low (5) are transferred to the two available instances in containers x and y.
If there are no further processing requirements for the sequence of output data, the coordinator will
pass the received result data to the next NiFi processor (this strategy is depicted in Figure 4). The results
will be collected into an output data flow (join operation) which is normally sorted based on availability
of the results. If the result data have also to be sorted in the same order as the input dataflow defined
by the workflow editor (“keep order”), the coordinator will sort the result data sequentially based on
the index i of the input elements. In addition, if for one dataflow, the NiFi processor getting the output
dataflow requires that all parallel processed result data must be available as one large result data set,
the coordinator will wait until all result data arrive completely, then sort and join them together as one
large result data set according to the indices i, and finally transfer it.
Another dataflow processing option implemented by the framework would be that the coordinator
can also join multiple incoming dataflows into one output result dataflow by somehow combining
dataflow elements with the same index. As demonstrated in Figure 5, the coordinator would obtain,
in this case, two dataflows L f low (i ) and Pf low (i ) in parallel. Each element of L f low (i ) has to be combined
with its corresponding element in Pf low (i ). Whenever elements arrive in the queues belonging to the
dataflows, the coordinator will check if all corresponding elements already exist. Then they will be
transferred together to a task instance that calculates a result which will be placed in the output queue.
If not all pairing input elements are available, the arriving elements will be stored until a complete
tuple is available. In conclusion, the coordinator can perform quite different strategies to distribute
input data to the task instances and to collect and manage the corresponding results without causing
data corruption or loss.

Figure 5. Example for the synchronization of multiple incoming dataflows.

The above strategies for coordination and dataflow processing were shown as example strategies,
since they are used by the concrete example workflow for benchmarking the parallel execution
performance of the framework as discussed further below. Many more dataflow coordination
operations are possible and new ones could be easily implemented in future versions of the framework.
4. Results
To evaluate the behaviour and performance of the presented framework regarding parallel
processing as discussed in the previous chapter, a common use case within Energy Systems Analysis
benefitting from parallelization was used and executed with different numbers of parallel task
instances. The use case workflow performed calculations for optimally dimensioning a cross-regional
energy system, taking conventional and renewable energy sources as well as various storage,
conversion, and transportation technologies into account. It can be parallelized by e.g., splitting
a large geographical area into separate areas where calculations can be performed in parallel. Based on
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spatially and temporally resolved weather data and detailed market and techno-economic information,
the total installed capacities, costs of energy carriers, amounts of power generated, total energy demand,
and total system costs were determined. The workflow used for testing the framework included four
Python-based energy systems models. The energy demand model estimated the total energy demand
for a given region and year, based on population projections and statistics for energy consumption
within the mobility sector. The land eligibility model processed socio-technical parameters to determine
suitable areas for renewable energy production. The turbine placement and turbine simulation models
selected specific sites for wind turbines, and simulated respective time-dependent production rates.
Furthermore, the workflow included Conversion 1 and Conversion 2, two executables that arranged
the data as an appropriate input format for a subsequent optimization model. As displayed in Figure 6,
the workflow was divided into two independent sub-workflows, which had to be executed for each
region considered. ListenHTTP was utilized as a HTTP server for inputs. The coordination service
synchronized the outputs from the Conversion 1 and Conversion 2, which is described in Section 4.2.
For optimal performance, the whole procedure should be calculated in parallel. Further information
on the models and their integration into a more sophisticated model chain can be found in [42–47].

Figure 6. Use case: model workflow for designing a cross-regional energy system.

4.1. Benchmarking
To discover the performance of the framework while executing the example workflow, several
benchmarks for measuring memory usage, execution time comparing to manual execution, and overhead
for parallel tasks were performed during the execution of the workflow. As mentioned in Section 3.5,
since multiple file systems for different purposes were provided by Kubernetes, the I/O performance of
the framework depended also on the underlying file system of the mounted volumes (however, within
the evaluation discussed in the present article, an additional benchmark to assess the I/O performance
of the chosen filesystem type was not performed in view of the compactness of the paper).
4.1.1. Memory Usage
The memory usage with and without the framework required for the same workflow are shown
in Figures 7 and 8, respectively. Compared to the manual sequential execution of each model without
the framework, six containers, including one executable, each ran at the same time in the framework,
were used in the framework setup, which required more total memory than a manual sequential
execution, obviously. The memory usage was monitored for the manual execution and for each
container within the framework. However, both resulting curve trends look similar, especially after the
first 45 min for executing the models, presented above. In land eligibility, turbine placement, energy
demand and Conversion 1, nearly 2.8 GiB total memory was used to run the turbine simulation for
both situations. This means that the execution in the container environment did not demand any
significant additional memory when performing the task. Beside this, in both cases the execution time
of a task instance in a single container was also almost the same as in the standalone case. Thus, if the
CPU power provided by the container was comparable to the CPU power provided for the standalone
execution of the same executable, then the processing time was equal. Thus, the usage container
technology did not add a significant overhead to CPU usage. Therefore, the framework required
almost the same memory footprint for executing an executable as needed for a manual execution,
and the performance for running single model instances was nearly equivalent in both cases. Clearly,
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the execution time also depended on the performance of the computing node itself which could be
assumed as similar for this comparison.

Figure 7. Memory usage without the framework run as single executable.

Figure 8. Memory usage of the different processes within the framework.

4.1.2. Execution Time
Table 2 lists the manual execution time and the execution time with the framework required for
each model as well as the total execution time for all models. It is obvious from the values, that each
model needed basically the same execution time in both runtime environments. Manual execution
without the framework for all models took about 238.903 s, while the model’s execution with the
framework took about 239.591 s. Thanks to the container-based virtualization technology on the
underlying cluster computing environment and the microservice-based architecture of the framework,
the difference in both model execution time was almost negligible. Therefore, it can be concluded that
the model running environment and performance provided by the framework for single instances are
basically the same as the manual ones.
Table 2. Comparison of execution time with and without the framework.
Model

Manual Execution Time (s)

Execution Time with Framework (s)

land eligibility
turbine placement
turbine simulation
conversion 2
energy demand
conversion 1
all models

30.895
5.245
180.357
22.406
30.988
0.504
238.903

31.614
5.147
178.956
23.874
30.615
0.517
239.591

In order to analyze the communication and workflow processing overhead added by the
framework, 20 tests with different parameters wew performed.
In Figure 9, the horizontal axis and the vertical axis respectively indicate the whole execution time, t,
of each test and the ratio of the overhead, o, to the whole execution time generated by each test, namely o/t.
As can be derived from the curve in Figure 9, the proportion of overhead in the whole process execution time
was gradually reduced. Compared to the entire execution time, this little overhead can be easily outweighed
by the performance advantages of parallel computing, which will be discussed in the next section.
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Figure 9. Ratio of overhead to whole process time.

4.1.3. Parallelization
In order to study the scalability of the framework, 10 different parallel tests were completed.
In Figure 10, the number of parallel tasks and execution time for each test represent the horizontal
and vertical axes, respectively. For each test, the amount of executed tasks was equal to the amount of
inputs sent to the workflow. The expected result was a constant curve since each task is processing
one input. As shown in Figure 10, as the number of parallel tasks increased from one to ten, the overall
execution time of each parallel tasks increased slightly. Relative to the overall execution time (156 s),
the small increase (about 8 s) due to the parallelism is acceptable and almost negligible. Additionally,
the parallelism of only two tasks can already overcome the small overhead mentioned in the previous
section, since the execution of two tasks in sequence took about 310 s, while the time of executing
two tasks in parallel with the framework still remained about 156 s. The parallelism provided by the
framework can be applied to many use cases to significantly save runtime and improve operational
efficiency, especially for complex tasks such as iterative grid optimization. Therefore, from the tests’
results it can be concluded that the framework has high scalability and extended flexibility.

Figure 10. Execution time for multiple parallel tasks.
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4.2. Evaluation of the Coordination Service for Synchronization of Multiple Inputs
To synchronize multiple inputs from the Apache NiFi processors Conversion 1 and Conversion 2
the coordination service shown in Figure 6 utilized the implementation of the coordination functionality
described in Section 3.6 for the energy systems models workflow. Each input had its own regionID.
The first input from the Conversion 1 was always transferred faster than the input from the Conversion 2,
which means that the coordination service could receive several inputs from Conversion 1 but none
from Conversion 2. Thus, the execution of the next task had to wait until a pair of inputs was available.
When an input from the Conversion 2 was obtained by the coordination service, according to the
regionID, the input data from Conversion 1 can be extracted. Thereafter, the pair of input data was
passed for the next step. This synchronization overhead means that the example workflow cannot
scale linearly with the number of parallel instances, but beside this necessary synchronization overhead,
the scalability of the workflow processing by using more parallel instances of tasks was quite good.
5. Discussion
In addition to the discussion of the observed runtime behavior of the presented framework, in this
section also the architectural design decisions are considered as they have significant impact on the
software domain processes within the workflow development cycle of computational science like
Energy Systems Analysis (compare Figure 1). A major aspect in this regard is, that the usage of the
container virtualization employed by the framework allows the integration of all kinds of models and
other executables, regardless of the operating system or the used programming languages. As long as
all dependencies needed for execution are provided, Docker files and images of any application or
service can be built and embedded into a workflow. By using the framework, it therefore is no longer
necessary that already existing models—while meeting the corresponding scientific requirements—will
have to be redeveloped, only because they cannot be integrated into a research organization’s software
infrastructure. As a result, a considerable amount of development and implementation effort can be
saved with each complex model that can additionally be treated as a black box and does not have
to be reverse engineered. However, if no appropriate model is available, a new model still has to be
developed from scratch. But also in this case the chosen architecture is an asset, indirectly allowing
a high degree of freedom for choosing the technology stack for model implementation, since all
programming languages, technology environments, and resources can be used within the software
implementation process.
Besides the possibility to integrate the most diverse executables, the involved effort has to be
discussed in order to describe the usefulness of the framework for supporting computational research
processes. As explained in Sections 3.1 and 3.4, a Docker file has to be written to make an executable
applicable in line with the framework. As exemplary shown in Figure 11, this includes in detail the
listing of all program libraries and other software components the executable is depending on. Then the
source code file of the executable is named and an individual set of adapters, which themselves come
with the framework, is selected. The communication and management setup is the same for all
executables and does not have to be modified by the user. Afterwards, with a single instruction in
the command line, a corresponding Docker image is built, which then can easily be integrated into
a workflow via the Apache NiFi user interface. This short setup process can be completed in minutes
even by users with little programming experience, regardless of whether the executable is an in-house
development. Requiring interface knowledge only, the framework performs significantly better in
model integration than using a more tight coupling approach, which always involves sophisticated
and time-consuming code base alterations. Also, a loose coupling approach—which is on the one hand
typically based on an individually programmed workflow coupling script or on a kind of workflow
or co-simulation-based framework and on the other hand far more inflexible in terms of integrating
different technologies—requires at least the same amount of integration effort as using the presented
framework. Furthermore, the framework offers the advantage that the integration effort only needs to
be done once per model, not once per workflow like in the tight and loose coupling approaches of other
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frameworks, since the created Docker images and the NiFi processors are stored in a Docker registry
and in a NiFi processor library respectively and can be reused in all future iterations of the workflow
development cycle, which is particularly beneficial in the dynamic field of computational research.

Figure 11. Structure of a Dockerfile for the creation of a custom workflow using the presented framework.

Another major characteristic is that, unlike the other coupling approaches, the presented
framework does not require any additional programming effort to automatically execute multiple
instances of a workflow or parts of a workflow in parallel, since this coordination functionality is
already inherent to the NiFi processor logic described in Section 3.6. The benchmark results presented
in Section 4.1 show that the induced memory overhead is almost negligible and the slight increase in
runtime is easily compensated by utilizing the parallel computation capabilities. At the same time,
as described in Sections 3.6 and 4.2, the architecture includes generic functionality to synchronize results
from parallel processed calculations, which allows the supplementation of workflows with components
to aggregate, consolidate, and prepare result data for evaluation and interpretation, tasks necessary
at the end of every scientific experiment. The combination of those both features prevents, that the
logic to run subprocesses and entire workflows in parallel as well as the communication control and
consistency assurance mechanisms have to be designed, implemented, and tested with each newly
drafted workflow.
It is the authors opinion that all the discussed potentials for saving time and effort in the technical
coupling of executables to workflows and the decrease of required software development skills easily
compensate the amount of effort that has to be made for installing and learning the framework, and that
the presented approach can significantly help streamlining the workflow development processes of
an institution performing research within the domain of computational science. Once the framework
is set up in an institution and the models and auxiliary tasks are instrumented as NiFi processors
within the workflow platform, all scientists of an organization can directly benefit from the reuse of
components, which are immediately available within the platform.
6. Conclusions
The efficient automation and parallel computation of complex workflows are of increasing
importance for performing computational science. When coupling heterogeneous models and other
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executables, a wide variety of software infrastructure requirements must be considered to ensure the
compatibility of workflow components. The consistent utilization of advanced computing capabilities
and the implementation of sustainable software development concepts that guarantee maximum
efficiency and reusability are further issues that must regularly be met by scientists within research
organizations. This article addresses these challenges by presenting a generic, modular and highly
scalable process operation framework for efficient coupling and automated execution of complex
computational scientific workflows. By implementing a microservice architecture that utilizes Docker
container virtualization and Kubernetes container orchestration, the framework supports the flexible
and efficient parallelization of computational tasks on distributed cluster nodes. Additionally, the use of
Redis and different I/O adapters offer a scalable and high-performance communication infrastructure
for data exchange between executables, allowing the computation of workflows without requiring the
adjustment of executables or the implementation of interfaces or adapters. The specification, processing,
controlling, and evaluation of computational scientific workflows is ensured by a convenient and
easily understandable user interface, which is based on Apache NiFi technology. By implementing
and executing a complex Energy Systems Analysis workflow, the performance of executing workflows
with the presented framework was evaluated. The memory footprint for running an executable using
the framework is similar to a manual execution. Moreover, the performance and running environment
for single model instances of the framework are also nearly equivalent. Due to the high scalability and
extended flexibility of the framework, use cases benefitting from parallel execution can be parallelized
thereby significantly saving runtime and improving operational efficiency, especially during complex
tasks like iterative grid optimization.
In order to consolidate the results presented in this article and to further verify the usefulness of
the framework, the next step is to broaden the user base and gain experience with additional use cases.
As part of the further development of the presented framework, the aim is to provide users with
the opportunity to graphically depict workflow information and to enhance data management and
examination capabilities. Furthermore, a more comprehensive user interface will be implemented to
allow the upload and automated integration of customized executables into the framework.
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